CARBONLESS
SHEETS

HIGHPERFORMANCE
CARBONLESS
Industry-leading ExcelOne® Carbonless
Sheets from TST IMPRESO is the one
carbonless paper designed to run on offset and
digital equipment. It offers unparalleled
runnability and contamination-free performance
on offset presses, high-speed copiers, digital
duplicators and other digital equipment.

THE INDUSTRY’S BEST CHOICE
Designed to run through offset and
digital equipment

QUALITY
PAPER FOR:
INSURANCE

Deep, intense black image
HEALTHCARE
Image guaranteed through five plies
AUTOMOTIVE
Excellent bulk, stiffness and tear and
tensile strength
Attractive blue-white shade with a
92 brightness

TO PLACE AN ORDER

FINANCIAL
HOSPITALITY
SERVICE

CARBONLESS SHEETS
BASIS WT.

GSM

BRIGHTNESS

OPACITY

CALIPER

SMOOTHNESS

APPLICATIONS

21 lb.

79

90

87

4.3

150

Offset & Digital

30% Post Consumer Waste (PCW) is also available

ExcelOne® Carbonless Sheets are designed to
run on your offset and digital forms equipment.
ExcelOne has a high fiber content and less filler,
giving it excellent bulk, stiffness, tear strength and
tensile strength. The end result is better runnability.
ExcelOne Snap-Set®. Ideal for snap-set or unit-set
forms, our pre-perforated, pre-collated forms
are perfed a half inch from the top edge or side,
eliminating the need for a separate operation.
Optica® Self-contained Carbonless. We also
developed a self-contained, two-coat technology
that prevents smudges in multi-ply forms. It is ideal
for specialty forms, credit card receipts and multipart business forms.

SUSTAINABLE CARBONLESS
NatureSolv™. NatureSolv is a proprietary
technology that uses naturally based,
organic solvents to create a capsule that is
environmentally responsible.

FAN-APART ADHESIVE
Our Fan-Apart Adhesive is specially formulated for
ExcelOne and Xcelerator® Plus carbonless sheets.
Our adhesive enables glued sets to be ready for
use in as little as 30 minutes.
Watch and learn how to edge-pad like a pro.
Download the HP Reveal app
onto your smartphone. Use
the app to scan the video
thumbnail and reveal the
instructional video.
Or go to www.excelonecarbonlessvideo.com
ExcelOne customers earn points
toward valuable merchandise for every
carbonless carton they purchase. Visit
XL1Rewards.com for details.

SFI® Certification. All ExcelOne sheets meet
the Sustainable Forestry Initiative’s chain-ofcustody standards.

PXL-31510-050719

CleanPress™ CF. Pixelle’s CleanPress CF technology
ensures our CF ply runs cleaner to minimize blanket
dusting so you can run longer.
30% PCW option. ExcelOne Carbonless is also
available in 30% Post Consumer Waste (PCW).

To Place An Order
Contact your TST Regional Sales Manager or
call 800-527-2878
www.TSTIMPRESO.com
Service@tstimpreso.com

Available Nationwide!

The mark of
responsible forestry

SFI Marks are registered
trademarks owned by
Sustainable Forestry Initiative, Inc.

Promoting Sustainable
Forest Management
www.pefc.org

All grades are available as chain-of-custody certified under
these forestry certification programs. Call Customer Service
for more details on certified products.

We have an unsurpassed disribution platform and the
broadest service offering of paper products for
distributors in North America, while utilizing 5 Regional
Manufacturing Plants strategically located throughout
the U.S. This regional network allows us to ship to
virtually any location in the U.S. to reduce freight costs
and improve lead times.

CARBONLESS
ACCESSORIES

FAN-APART
ADHESIVE
Fan-Apart Adhesive from TST IMPRESO, is
specifically formulated for use with carbonless
sheets and rolls to create multi-part forms.
This adhesive simplifies carbonless jobs by
adhering trimmed sheets together, so they easily
fan apart into ready-to-use sets.

EASILY CREATE CARBONLESS SETS
Formulated to work with all ExcelOne®
and Xcelerator® carbonless sheets
All Xcelerator® rolls and select Trans/Rite® rolls
are edge paddable
Sets in as little as 30 minutes
Absorbs evenly, with no harsh odors
Available in quarts, gallons and 50-gallon drums

TO PLACE AN ORDER

LEARN HOW TO

EDGE-PAD LIKE A PRO
For tips and tricks about edgepadding, watch our instructional video.
First, download the HP Reveal app to
your smartphone. Then, use the app
to scan the image below to play the
instructional video. Or go to
www.excelonecarbonlessvideo.com.

